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Go True Wireless with the JBL® Tune 120TWS

LONDON – June 14, 2019 – No wires, no hassle. This summer it’s time to cut the cord on wires

and neckbands, thanks to the launch of JBL’s new Tune 120TWS truly wireless in-ear

headphones. Turn it up a notch with JBL’s Signature Sound and enjoy long-lasting musical

excellence with the portable charging case.

 

JBL Tune 120TWS is the perfect sonic escape for any music enthusiast looking to go truly

wireless. The powerful drivers feature JBL Pure Bass Sound to provide a powerful punch to

your summer playlist.
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With a fashion-forward design, the Tune 120TWS earbuds are sure to impress your friends.

Available in white, black and blue, and completely wire-free so you can listen to music or

manage your calls without the fear of tangled wires interrupting your groove.

 

The stylish features don’t stop there, as the elegantly designed portable charging case provides

16 hours of playback, so you can conquer the day however it suits you best. This, combined with

the speed charging capabilities of one hour of power in just 15 minutes, means you can be

confident the JBL 120TWS is always ready to go.
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The perfect companion for anyone on the move, Tune 120TWS allows you to connect with Siri

or Google Assistant at the push of a button. Simply tap the earbud to make your command,

whether you’re calling friends, commuting to work or fully immersed in your favourite song or

podcast.

JBL Tune 120TWS is now available for purchase at major retailers and on UK.JBL.com for £xx.
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For more information contact:

 

Ranieri Communications             HARMAN Consumer Lifestyle EMEA

Tel: +44 (0)207 148 1606               Marije Bakker, Sr. Manager PR and Brand Communication

Harman@raniericoms.com            marije.bakker@harman.com

 

Or find us online:

uk.jbl.com
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